
Hi Hi Wave Your Hand 
Hi hi, wave your hand, 

Wave it slowly,  
Then as fast as you can! 
Hi hi, wave your hand 
Hi hi, wave your hand 

 
Mary Had A Little Lamb 

Mary had a little lamb 
Little lamb, little lamb 
Mary had a little lamb 

Its fleece was white as snow 
 

Everywhere that Mary went 
Mary went, Mary went 

Everywhere that Mary went 
The lamb was sure to go 

 
It followed her to school one day, 
School one day, school one day, 
It followed her to school one day 

which was against the rules 
 
 
 

It made the children laugh and play 
Laugh and play, laugh and play 

It made the children laugh and play 
To see a lamb at school 

 
Springtime! Springtime! 
Springtime! Springtime! 

Shear all the sheep 

Shear all the sheep 
Shear all the sheep 

Springtime! Springtime! 
Shear all the sheep 
Shear all the sheep 

 
Springtime! Springtime! 

Pet all the lambs 
Pet all the lambs 
Pet all the lambs 

Springtime! Springtime! 
Pet all the lambs 
Pet all the lambs 
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Ten Little Lambs 

(to the tune of Row Your Boat) 
Ten, ten  little lambs 

Ten little lambs awake 
Soon the lambs will fall asleep 

Ten little lambs awake 
 

One, one  little lamb 
One little lamb awake 

Soon this lamb will fall asleep 
One little lamb awake 

 
I Like The Little Lambs 

I like the little lambs, 
I like to pet their furry heads 

I like the little lambs, 
I like to pet their furry heads 

 
I like the little lambs 

I like to feed them bits of bread 
I like the little lambs, 

I like to feed them bits of bread 
 

I like the little lambs, 
And they like me back, they said 

I like the little lambs, 
And they like me back, they said 

 
 

 
Bye Bye Wave Your Hand 

Bye bye, wave your hand, 
Wave it slowly,  

Then as fast as you can! 
Bye bye, wave your hand 
Bye bye, wave your hand 

 
Today We Read 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The More We Get Together 

The more we get together, 
Together, together, 

The more we get together 
The happier we’ll be 

Cause your friends are my friends 
And my friends are your friends 

The more we get together 
The happier we’ll be 

 
Lambs Grow Into Sheep 

(to the tune of Skip To My Lou) 
Lambs grow, grow into sheep 
Lambs grow, grow into sheep 
Lambs grow, grow into sheep 

Lambs grow into sheep 
 

Little lambs are fluffy and small 
Little lambs are fluffy and small 
Little lambs are fluffy and small 

Lambs grow into sheep 
 
 
 

 
Grown up sheep are fluffy and HUGE 
Grown up sheep are fluffy and HUGE 
Grown up sheep are fluffy and HUGE 

Lambs grow into sheep 
 

Sheep In A Jeep 
There are sheep, sheep, sheep 

In the Jeep 
There are sheep, sheep, sheep 

In the Jeep 
There are sheep in the Jeep 
There are sheep in the Jeep 

There are sheep, sheep, sheep 
In the Jeep 

 
Many Colored Sheep 
(to the tune of Farmer In The Dell) 

There are many colored sheep 
There are many colored sheep 

There are red, orange, blue, and green 
There are many colored sheep 
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Let’s try to find them all 
Let’s try to find them all 

There are red, orange, blue, and green 
Let’s try to find them all 

 
I Like The Little Lambs 

I like the little lambs, 
I like to pet their furry heads 

I like the little lambs, 
I like to pet their furry heads 

 
I like the little lambs 

I like to feed them bits of bread 
I like the little lambs, 

I like to feed them bits of bread 
 

I like the little lambs, 
And they like me back, they said 

I like the little lambs, 
And they like me back, they said 

 
The More We Get Together 

The more we get together, 
Together, together, 

The more we get together 
The happier we’ll be 

 
 

 
 

Cause your friends are my friends 
And my friends are your friends 

The more we get together 
The happier we’ll be 

 
 

Today We Read 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 



It's Time For Storytime 
(to the tune of The Farmer In The Dell) 

It's time for storytime, 
It's time for storytime, 

Let's all sit down and sing along, 
It's time for storytime 

 
Lambs Grow Up To Be Sheep 

(to the tune of London Bridge) 
Lambs grow up to be sheep 

To be sheep, to be sheep 
Lambs grow up to be sheep 

Great big white sheep 
 

Little lambs are very small 
Very small, very small 

Little lambs are very small 
Very small lambs 

 
Grown up sheep are fluffy and HUGE 

Fluffy and HUGE 
Fluffy and HUGE 

Grown up sheep are fluffy and HUGE 
Great big white sheep 

 

Snip, Snip, Snip, Little Lambs 
(to the tune of Happy And You Know It) 
Snip, snip, snip little lambs 

Snip, snip, little lambs 
Springtime is here 

Now you need to cut your hair 
Snip, snip, snip little lambs 

 
Butterfly, Butterfly 

(to the tune of This Old Man) 
Butterfly, butterfly 

I watch you go flying by 
Drinking from every 
Flower that you see 

How I hope you’ll land on me! 
 

Can’t Sleep Without Sheep 
(to the tune of Skip To My Lou) 

Can’t sleep without sheep 
Can’t sleep without sheep 
Can’t sleep without sheep 

I need sheep to sleep 
 

No I don’t need mooing cows 
No I don’t need mooing cows 
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Now I don’t need mooing cows 
I need sheep to sleep 

 
No I don’t need any penguins 
No I don’t need any penguins 
No I don’t need any penguins 

I need sheep to sleep 
 

No I don’t need horses and cows 
No I don’t need horses and cows 
No I don’t need horses and cows 

I need sheep to sleep 
 

I Like The Little Lambs 
I like the little lambs, 

I like to pet their furry heads 
I like the little lambs, 

I like to pet their furry heads 
 

I like the little lambs 
I like to feed them bits of bread 

I like the little lambs, 
I like to feed them bits of bread 

 
I like the little lambs, 

And they like me back, they said 
I like the little lambs, 

And they like me back, they said 
 

Now Storytime is Done 
(to the tune of The Farmer In The Dell) 

Now storytime is done 
Now storytime is done 
We read some books  
And had some fun 

Now storytime is done 
 

 
 

Today We Read 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 


